
What is something that you are passionate about, something that frequently occupies your mind?

Read Acts 17:16-23; 32-34
What motivated Paul to share the Gospel with the people of Athens? How did his “holy discontent” affect 
his actions?

Jesse mentioned that need elicits three general levels of response: indifference, pity and action. What are 
some examples of each type of response?

Read Matthew 14:14
The Gospels record multiple accounts of Jesus being moved by compassion. Jesse defined compassion 
as deep sympathy and/or sorrow for another who is stricken by misfortune and a strong desire to alleviate 
the suffering. What is the difference between compassion and pity?

Sometimes circumstances can seemingly overwhelm the follower of Christ. God wants to use those 
feelings to fire us up to do something that, under normal circumstances, we would never attempt to do. 
What circumstances in the world around you today fire you up? Are you taking steps to do something 
about those circumstances?

Share with the group your “holy discontent.” Pray for one another to take the next step in being used by 
God to address the needs of others with compassion. (You may want to break into separate groups of 
men and women for this prayer time.)
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

As we continue the series, “Abundant Life,” we are considering how to live a life of significance.  
This week we look at the concept of having a “holy discontent” that drives our actions to glorify God.  
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WHAT IS GOD ASKING ME TO DO?

MESSAGE NOTES WHAT IS GOD SAYING TO ME?
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Reactions to opportunity:

1. Indifference

2. Emotionally moved and concerned but   
    with no action

3. Emotional concern that moves people 
    into action


